
BAD! Board Meeting Minutes 12-15-10
Absent:  Jason K, Koray, Dom
 
Suggestion Box:

● Gossip Gays -  People feel it needs to be stopped/ shut down because of the nasty 
comments and it’s negative impact on the league as a whole.  

○ Board doesn’t have a role in the website and agrees to continue to ignore the site 
for the time being.

● Newbie Activities -  Suggested that there be some sort of newbie activities/ training 
session at the start of every season to make new players feel more welcome.

○ Will look into having a newbie open play with some select vets in order to 
introduce them to the rules of dball and expose them to how the game is played.

○ Will reach out to team captains at the start of the season to remind them to 
include new players more.

○ Look into planning some non-bar / drinking related events in the spring.
● Ladies in the League

○ Suggestion that we look into creating a women’s division since there is a lack of 
women overall and a lack of participation from women in the league.

■ Board will step up their recruiting efforts and offer more women only open 
plays but the league for now will remain coed.

● Refs
○ Certain refs need to step up with calling unsportmanship like conduct and 

improve their overall skills
■ Board will review further with Eduardo but agrees that Sam probably 

shouldn’t be allowed back as a ref for the Spring season. 
● Small Balls

○ Some feel that we should use smaller dodgeballs to give players with smaller 
hands a fair advance when it comes to throwing.

■ The balls are standard dodgeball size and are fine for the time being.
 

● Kevin will be responding to all suggestion box comments personally for the time being 
and keeping a log.  In the future, we will be posting our responses on the web.

 
Treasury:

● We currently have roughly 18k in our checking and 3k in savings.
● Each season of dball costs roughly 8 to 10k to run
● V will be meeting with our account in order to go over the 2011 finical plan in mid Jan.

 
Sponsorships:

● Mikey G. created a tiered sponsorship structure and it has been getting some positive 
feedback from sponsors that he has reached out to.

○ This structure features different pricing levels for different types of sponsorship 
depending on the # of seasons and # of BAD sports.



○ Mikey G will follow up with more information at a future meeting
○ We are in need of contacts at Vlada, Ritz, and Posh

■ Niki will reach out to Ben for contact info
 
Bowling:

● Scoring will be done as follows:
○ Each week team captains will submit their best team average.  This will be 

determined by a team selecting their best collect game score and then dividing it 
by the # of players.

○ Each captain will need to submit this score by midday monday via a google excel 
doc and the board will spot check for accuracy.

○ If a captain fudges the score or forgets to submit they will receive one strike.  
Repeat failure will result in a score of zero for the week.

 
● 6 weeks of play with no tournament 

○ need to decide if we want to reward the winner with a prize and/or trophy
 

● Schedule
○ V will follow up with bowling lane to confirm that we have access to all 30 lanes.  

If this is correct we will modify the team structure to 30 teams of 6 players each 
and allow our current wait listed player to register.

 
● Team Selection

○ Steve M will help with team selection using his new automated process.  TBD if 
we will have a team selection board meeting.

 
● Brian Bahr will handle bandannas.  Need to order by Dec 23rd in time to have for start of 

bowling league.
 

● Need to send out a league email on Jan 5th with start of Bowing info - Jacob will handle 
since V will be out of town.

 
Dodgeball Tournament:

● 4 weeks (3 weeks of round robin play and the 4th week is the actual tournament)
● Capping at 10 teams but can possibly can have up to 12 teams if we desire to do so.

○ Registration is first come, first serve online.
○ One person needs to be designated to register their team and will need to 

provide $300 and their roster in order to qualify.
 
World Dodgeball Organization: 

● They are an LA based dball group that is looking to expand to NY.  Reached out to 
Steve and V and will be having a meeting shortly.

 


